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Gil J. Stein
In July–August 2009, Gil J. Stein conducted the second field season as American co-director
of the Joint Syrian-American excavations at Tell Zeidan. Located 5 km east of the modern city
of Raqqa in the Euphrates River valley at its juncture with the Balikh River, Tell Zeidan is a
12.5 hectare regional center dating to the Halaf, Ubaid, and Late Chalcolithic 1–2 periods (ca.
5800–4000 BC). A fuller description of the excavations is presented in the Tell Zeidan report
(this volume).
Gil has also continued with the work toward publication of his 1992–1997 excavations
at Hacınebi, a fourth-millennium BC Uruk Mesopotamian colony in the Euphrates valley of
southeast Turkey. Oriental Institute volunteer Iren Glasner has been scanning slides and inked
object drawings, while Dr. Belinda Monahan has been refining our typology of local Anatolian
and Mesopotamian Uruk ceramic types, and identifying parallels at contemporaneous sites in
Turkey, Syria, and Iraq. With over 71,000 coded diagnostics (rims, handles, bases, decorated
sherds), Hacınebi has one of the largest stratigraphically excavated ceramic data sets currently
available for this time period in the Near East. Once published, we hope that the Hacınebi ceramic
sequence can make a significant contribution to our understanding of Uruk Mesopotamia and the
world’s earliest-known colonial network.
Gil has given a series of lectures and presentations over the past year. In October 2009, he
spoke to the University of Chicago Womens’ Board on the topic “Archaeology in the Heartland
of Cities: The Oriental Institute’s current work in Mesopotamia and the Near East.” In November
2009 Gil gave a lecture at the Arts Club of Chicago on “Cities of the Plain: The Two Urbanizations of Mesopotamia.” In December 2009, he presented a lecture at the Carsten Niebuhr Institute at the University of Copenhagen on the topic “The Ubaid Period in Upper Mesopotamia:
Complexity, Social Identity and Inter-regional Interaction.” In April 2010, Gil presented a paper
at the 7th International Congress on the Archaeology of the Ancient Near East (ICAANE) at
the British Museum, London, titled “The Joint Syrian-American Excavations at Tell Zeidan:
Investigations of the Ubaid and Late Chalcolithic 1–2 in North Syria.”
In 2010, Gil published one book chapter “Local Identities and Interaction Spheres: Modeling
Regional Variation in the ‘Ubaid Horizon” in the volume Beyond the Ubaid: Transformation
and Integration in the Late Prehistoric Societies of the Middle East, edited by Robert Carter and
Graham Philip (Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization 63; Chicago: The Oriental Institute of
the University of Chicago, 2010).

——————————

Emily Teeter
With the delivery of manuscripts on the baked clay figurines from Medinet Habu and on religious
cults in Egypt to their respective publishers, Emily Teeter has turned to several other projects
— a source book of readings on Egyptian religion to appear in the Cambridge Companion to
Ancient Mediterranean Religions and another source-book project for the Society of Biblical
Literature. She also contributed two chapters to the catalog for the Pioneers to the Past exhibit,
an entry to the UCLA online Encyclopedia of Egyptology, and a book review to the Journal of
Near Eastern Studies.
She gave innumerable tours and talks about Meresamun, including one to the International
Women’s Association and another (with Michael Vannier and Josh Harker) for the University of
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Chicago Humanities Day. Emily also spoke in the Works of the Mind Series on “Egyptomania!
James Henry Breasted and the Birth of America Egyptology” in conjunction with the Pioneers
to the Past exhibit.
Emily attended several meetings of the Board of the American Research Center as well as
the Annual Meeting held in Oakland. In April she escorted a group from the University of Toronto and the Art Institute of Chicago to Egypt and Jordan, with a few spare days to meet with
American Research Center in Egypt staff in Cairo.

——————————

Theo van den Hout
Besides his work as chair of the Department of Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
(NELC), on the Chicago Hittite Dictionary, and his classes, Theo van den Hout submitted
several manuscripts for articles. Two of these were in connection with conferences he attended:
one on administration in the Hittite Empire held in Pavia, Italy (see last year’s report), the other
in Leiden in December of 2009 on palaeography and the origins of the Hittite cuneiform script.
A shorter German version of the latter was delivered late in January 2010 in Berlin, while a
somewhat more popularized version will appear in the catalog for the upcoming special exhibit
Visible Language: Inventions of Writing in the Ancient Middle East and Beyond here at the
Oriental Institute. It has long been unclear from whom the Hittites borrowed their cuneiform
script. It looks Babylonian but cannot have been adopted straight from there, both from the point
of view of specific sign shapes and for historical reasons. The much closer north Syrian area and
especially the town of Alalakh have been mentioned as a possible source, but the script of the
latter settlement, although quite similar, also seems to show some deviations that always stood
in the way of an easy identification. Now, a careful palaeographic analysis of the Alalakh cuneiform variant and some traits of the oldest Hittite texts that had been largely ignored in the past
make Alalakh and the north Syrian area a very likely candidate as the direct source of the Hittite
script. Historically, it fits well since the Old Hittite kings Hattusili I and his grandson Mursili I
campaigned actively in that part of the ancient Near East in the second half of the seventeenth
century bc.
Other manuscripts submitted by Theo in the past year included a contribution to a festschrift
for a colleague (on so-called wood scribes), one on Hittite historiography, and one for a volume
on Anatolia for Oxford University Press. Theo also submitted to Cambridge University Press
the final manuscript of his textbook The Elements of Hittite, due out this year. Apart from the
conferences already mentioned in Leiden and Berlin in the winter, Theo was one of the speakers
at the Oriental Institute mini-series on Creation Stories in October.
Since the previous Annual Report, the following publications have appeared in print: “A
Century of Hittite Text Dating and the Origins of the Hittite Cuneiform Script,” Incontri Linguistici 32 (2009): 11–35; “Reflections on the Origins and Development of the Hittite Tablet
Collections in Æattuåa and Their Consequences for the Rise of Hittite Literacy,” in Central-north
Anatolia in the Hittite Period: New Perspectives in Light of Recent Research, edited by F. Pecchioli Daddi, G. Torri, and C. Corti, pp. 71–96 (Acts of the International Conference Held at the
University of Florence, February 7–9, 2007; Studi Asiana 5; Rome: Herder, 2009); “Randnotizen zu einigen Briefen aus Ma®at Höyük,” in Festschrift für Gernot Wilhelm anlässlich seines
65. Geburtstages am 28. Januar 2010, edited by Jeanette Fincke, pp. 394–402 (Dresden: Islet,
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